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Summary Statement of the Hearing Committee
in the Case of Dr. Daniel J. Stern
June 24, 1969
At the concl usion of the hearings held on June 19, June 20, a.nd June 23, 1969 to
consider the one-y ear terminal contract offer extended to Dr. Daniel J. Stern, the
Committee appointed by the Faculty Senate reached tr•e following conclusions:
- tha t the vote of Ken Fo rd (given previously to the Chairman) be included in the
Committee's final tabulation of votes in those issues on which he voted,
that a decision of the Committee must have

S votes to carry,

that this Committee address itself to a decision as to whether the issuing of a oneyear ~erminal contract to Dr. Daniel J. Stern was
a) a result of his political views
and activities, and b) a dec-ision, traditionally a departmental faculty prerogative,
made in this case by the Administr.,tion and by a minority vote of .the Department,
that this connnittee go on record as stating that there is sufficient evidence to
substantiate the fact that Dr. Daniel J. Stern is:
1. an outstanding teacher of Sociology,
_
2. an individual who, through experience and academic training, is well
qualifi ed t o teach Sociology,
3. an instructor who has been able to reach students that were previously
not reached by other instructors,
that t his Committee note that the nature of the evidence of political suppression is
always elusive and difficult to pin down,
that while this Committee does not consider that it heard conc.lusi ve evidence to the
fact that the decision was a direct result of Dr. Daniel J. Stern's political views
and activities, it nevertheless does consider that political suppression, interpreted
in its broadest sense of a single departmental philosophy, could have played a part
in the decision to offer Dr. Stem a one-year terminal contract,
t hat this Committee state that the vote of Mrs. Rose Rrandzel was a valid vote in
t re Sociology Department vote in the Stern case,
that the dr,cision t o offer Dr. Daniel J. Stern a one-year . terminal contract, traditionally a de partmental prerogative, was made i n this case by the Administrati~n end by a
departmental minority vote,
that, because of the Administration's f ailure to reco gnize tr e validity of a
departmental vote, and because of the Administration l.s th·is acting contrary to established
campus procedure, an abridgement of academic freedom was prese nt,
that, in conjunction with the abov e statements, this Committee recommend that
Dr. Daniel J. Stern be offered a standard, unrestricted, probationary contract for
1969-1970.
CC :

Pr esident Sac hs
Dr. Stern
Committee members :
June Verbillion,
· Secretary

JMV/hs

The Stern Coinlllittee Recollllllendation!
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COMMITTEE SAVS ••
KEEP STERNI

STERN, FARR

The Ad-Hoc Committee to hear Dan
Stern, Associate professor of Socrology, began for the first time last Thursday its formal hearings. Grinding through four hours
the first morning, it was decided that the
committee would have to meet at least once
more the following day. Friday rolled
around, and seven and a half hours of additional testimony and debate ensued. Still
not enough, the ceremonies continued once
more on Monday morning for two hours.
the committeewent into "executive session" Monday afternoon, in order that it
might arrive at a final decision. The session
ran from 12:30 until 6:00 on Monday, and a
decision was reached at that time. A state_ment was released by the committee, outlining its position in eight vital areas. The
statement was released late Tuesday morning, and relayed directly to Drs. Stern and
Sachs.
The timing of tbe statement was not
coincident with this issue's deadlines, although the statement was, at the last moment, included as the front cover.
The hearings began . with an opening
statement by Dr. Dierickx, chairman.
Opening remarks followed from both Dr.
Goldberg and Dr. Stern. Dr. Goldberg had
as his council Dr. Poorman, and br. Lawrence was advised by Dr. Farr. Both Farr
and Goldberg were participating in the
Lawrence and Stern hearings simultaniously .
Dr. Dierickx, in the official opening remarks, related a history of the committee.
There had been three resignations from the.
committee in the previous week.(PRINT,
June 16) Dr. Betz, who was to have been
chairman, resigned in a dispute over the
committee's objectivity. Two other members, Drs. Welty and Lease, had also resigned.

There had been a dispute over the legitimacy of the student members' assignments, since it was contended that they were
not, in fact, assigned by the student government. However, in an emergency session,
the two appointees were reaffirmed.
As of Thursday morning, then, the com-

mittee, complete for only a matter of days
before the beginning of the hearing, consisted of Chairman Dr. C. Wallace
Dierickx, Mr. Gerald Butler, Dr. June Verbillion, Dr . Lillian Vittenson, Mr. Ben
Coleman, Dr. William Itkin , Mr. Edward
Mueller, Jay Byron, and Ken Ford.

One of the first items for discussion was
the letters, tow hich Dr. Goldberg has made
numerous references in the past. Student
members Jay Byron and Ken Ford asked
that they be brought before the committee
for consideration. Goldberg said that this
would be unethical, since the letters were
signed written complaints about Stern,
which had been submitted by students.
Byron countered that the committee was
intended to hear all shreds of evidence, and
that, perhaps the names should be withheld.
Goldberg said that he would enter them
only at a closed session of the hearing committee. The letters were never entered.
During the first hour, the first witness
was called. She was Mrs . Rose Brandzell , of
the Sociology department. She and one other instructor, Mr. Edward Uliassi , were the
only two tenured members of the sociology
department when Stern's case . came to a
vote.
Both Brandzell and Uliassi had voted in
favor of retaining Stern, and one other
member, non-tenured Mr. Bevode McCall ,
had voted in favor of a terminal contract.
Mrs . Brandzell's vote was challenged by
Dr. Goldberg's office, since she is currentl y
acting in an administrative capacity. This
. brought the vote to a one-one tie, in which
case Dr. Goldberg is permitted to cast a tiebreaking vote. He sided with Mr. McCall,
since he considered his opinion more valid .
Thus the vote was 2-1 , and Stern was issued
his terminal contract.
Mrs. Brandzell took the stand, testifying _
that , in the past, she had always voted in
department issues. This was, in fact , the first
time her vote in that department had been
challt;nged. At the conclusion of a statement, read by Brandzell, she had said, "I
hereby recommend the contract of Stern be
renewed ." She added that he was" a bright,
articulate person" , who "brought a lively,
challenging atmosphere into staff meetings
in some areas."
Speaking of her role as a voter in the department, she said, "I felt a sense of responsibility to the department. I voted only on
internal affairs ."
Dr. Stern then addressed himself to the
committee: "How", he asked, "can an ad-
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The afternoon session was devoted entirely to student witnesses, testifying to the
benefits of a class with Dr. Stern. Student
witnesses included Jackie Rose, Bob Lee,
Chris Smo lka, Cynthia Scarboro, and others from Stern's various classes.
The fi nal session came Monday morning,
at which Dr. Victor Dufour, from the Academic Freedom a nd Faculty Welfa re Committee, was the first witness. Dufo ur was
that Stern should be retained, because he
did not feel that Stern had been given
sufficient time to prove him self in the department.
Second on the witnes-s stand was Dr.Judy
Smith, from the Anthropology department.
Dr. Smith alleged that both Goldberg and
McCall had intent to fire Stern even before
the action was actuall y taken, because of his
political views. Dr. Goldberg demanded
that a second part be brought to the hearing
to testify, in an effort to clarify the matter,
but he was not available.
Summations were then in order. Dr. Farr
began, explaining that, above all else, the
Stern people had attempted to prove that
the autonomy of Stern's department had
been violated. Stern, he said , had clearly
been fired for political reasons, constituting
a violation of academic freedom.
All he requested, he said, was that the
committee recommend the awarding of a
one year unconditional contract to Dan
Stern.
Dr. Goldberg made a few brief closing
remarks, pointing out that, in his view, his
actions had all been well within the restrictions of those duties required of his office.
He emphasized that there had not been, in
his opinion , a violation of academic freedom.

GOLDBERG, POORMAN

ministrator who is a professor of biology
(Goldberg) come to break a tie in our department, without consulting Brandzell,
whose training, background, experience,
-.and tenure makes her more qualified to
make that decision?"
Dr. Farr pointed out that "the dis-.
enfranchisement of Brandzell was expost
facto-when McCall asked for a letter from
her, she gave a positive statement."
Mr. McCall had asked Mrs. Brandzell for
a letter on the subject, and she had made the
recommendation that he be retained. However, Mr. McCall's decision was still a negative one.
Mr. McCall was the next witness . He
stated that, in his opinion, Brandzell and
Uliassi were not trained as sociologists,
since Uliassi is trained in social science, and
Brandzell has her degree in social work.
He was questioned by Dr. Goldberg, and
the questioning revolved basically around
the qualifications of McCall himself.

McCall has a Ph.D . in sociology, among
numerous other merits.
The Floor opened for questions, and Dr.
Stern then discussed politics for almost an
hour with McCall , who claimed that his political views almost coincided with Stern's.
The proceedings concluded on that
note, to resume next morning.
Thursday's first wi.t ness was Dr. Uliassi,
who first attempted to deny the charge that
he is not qualified as a sociologist. He listed
his credentials, which included a lengthy
list of mass-published articles. He, too, had
recommended that Stern be offered an unrestricted contract.
Uliassi called Stern "an unorthodox and
creative force", who created "an awareness
of contemporary social issues through roleplaying." He then turned to the issue of
McCall's placement into the job of department chairman. He, Uliassi, had been off

campus tor a trimester since September,
and, because of this, he had only two full
months to observe Stern in action: This, he
felt, was not sufficient time, hence his feeling that Stern should be allowed more time
to prove himself.
He explained that, to his knowledge, Dr.
McCall had been placed into the position of
acting chairman of the department during
his absence, and that he was to return to the
duty upon his return.
He contended, however, that McCall had
been appointed to a position of permanent
chairman by Goldberg, without consent of
the department itself. "This seems to be a
subtle attempt to upgrade McCall and
downgrade me, " he said.
Uliassi then pointed out that both Stern
and McCall had been brought to NISC under the same contracts, and that, in effect,
one one-year trial basis person had fired another.
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McCALL

Dr. Stern closed the hearing with a taped
replay of an address by Richard Flax formerly of the University of Chicago. Flax
said that he felt Stern was a professional,
qualified sociologist, and he advocated retention.
So the hearings adjourned, and the executive session began. The results of that hearing appear on our front page.

BRANDZEL
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LAWRENCE HAS TEN-HOUR HEARINGNO DECISION YET
by Ken Davis

The charge that D r. Ken Lawrence's
academic freedom has been abused was
formall y heard last week, when the AdHoc Lawrence Committee met for the
first time in formal hearings on Wednesday at I :00.
The proceedings ran until 5:00, when
they were adjourned to Thursday at I :00.
Another four- hour session followed, at
which time the hearings closed.
The committee held its first deliberative
meeting last night until 5 :00, and whether
or not a decision was reached at that
meeting is not known at the moment. The
committee was to have determined
whether or not, in its estimation, there
was, in fact an abridgement of academic
freedom in the issuance of a terminal contract to Dr. Lawrence, an instructor in
the French department.
Lawrence was hired as an assistant professor in French and French Literature.
He had eight years teaching experience
before joining the N ISC staff, and his
degrees inc l ude a B.A . i n M od e rn
Languages, an M .A . in F rench, and a
PhD in co mparitive Literature.
I n revi ewi n g L a wrence 's case for
tenure, - his department had voted 8-0
against his retention. The eight tenured
members of his department were Miss
Alice Callicounis (chairman) , Mrs.
Valeska Najera, Dr. Angelina Pedroso,
Mr. Ben Coleman, Mrs. Dorothy Holby,
Mrs. Norma Burmeister, Mr. Miroslav
Samchysh y n, and Mrs . Rosalyn
O'Cherony.
Dr. Lawrence addressed himself to the
Academic Freedom and Welfare Committee, an informal hearing body, chaired
by Dr. Farr. He told the committee that
he felt he was being dismissed due to his
political opinions, his "lifestyle",
Administrative pressure, and his disagreement with certain departmental academic
policies, such as its oral approach to the
teaching of language. The AFFW Committee expressed the need for formal hearings, and sent the request to President
Sachs.

GOLDBERG, FAIRES

I

LAWRENCE, FARR, NISSIM SABAT

Sachs formally requested on April 23
that the faculty senate establish a formal
hearing committee. Seven faculty committee members were chosen, and one
declined. Three alternatives were also
selected, all of which were placed into
service during the ensuing weeks. Two
"challenges" were extended to Lawrence,
and he utilized both . The right of
challenge was extended to Sachs, who
declined.
Then at request of the student government, students were admitted to the committee. Larry Spaeth and Maura George
were appointed by the student government, but, because of a later challenge,
Larry Spaeth was replaced with Dave
Kessler.
After the smoke had cleared, the committee stood with Dr. Beaver at the chair,
and seven other committee members:

Maura George, Dave Kessler, Dr. Weiner,
Mrs. Patton, Dr. Guysenir, Mr. Newman,
and Mr. Kuzahara.
When the hearings came to order, Dr.
Beaver read the opening remarks. He introduced Dr. Goldberg, sitting to his
right, directly across the tables from Dr.
Lawrence. Next to Goldberg was Dr.
Fares, his consultant. Flanking Lawrence
were his advisors, Drs. Farr and Nissim
Sabat, of the AFFW committee.
After the formalities, Dr. Lawrence
began calling witnesses - all students who
had taken courses with him. The students
were questioned by Dr. Nissim Sabat.
Former student Sophie Baraniechi was
first to speak. She said that, as a teacher,
Lawrence was both beneficial and enthusiastic. He didn't go strictly by the
book, and h_s made French "ten times better". She and Dr. Lawrence had often
disagreed, she explained, regarding their
positions in French politics. She's a
Gaullist, he's not.
William Ford, another student, then
testified, saying that, although Lawrence
may have disagreed with the oral approach, he nevertheless practised it in
class.
·
Others spoke for Lawrence as the afternoon went on, pointing out that attendance in his classes was always good ,
and that his classes were always more
challenging. ·
After the student witnesses, the subject
turned to unfavorable reactions . Although
they had searched, the Lawrence people
said, they had been unable to find any.
No students seemed to wi sh to testify
against Dr. Lawrence. Dr. Goldberg, it
was said, should have that responsibility.
Goldberg replied that, although he was
awa re o f s tudent c o mpl a in ts agai nst
Lawrence, he could not bring them to
testify because he is "very responsible to
professional ethics".
None of the fac ulty members from
Lawrence's department were present at the
hearing. Lawrence said that, since they
had voted against him, their absence constituted a denial of due process.
At the conclusion of the firs t session,
it was decided that an effort should be
made to bring department members to the
ne xt meeting. The boycott remai ned in effec t , ho weve r , a lth o ugh eac h fac ul ty
member contacted prepared a statement,
which was read into the record. Dr. Ben
Coleman, a member of the Committee to
hear Dan Stern, wrote the following to
Chairman Beaver:
Dear Dr. Beaver:
In answer to your Memo of June 17th,
I would like to state my position .
Although believing_ in open "1nd aboveboard proceedings in all campu s dealings;
I feel that this hearing is involving the

wrong parties, namely that of the tenured
faculty members that served on the committee considering renewal or nonrenewal of Dr. Lawrence's contract.
Furthermore, to my knowledge,
deliberations in such a meeting as that
of the tenured members are supposedly
classified. Thus, seemingly, I would be exceeding my bounds in revealing the actions taken in that meeting.
As you know, final responsibility for
such renewal or non-renewal lies with the
Administration. Therefore, in my estimation, it would seem more correct to have
such confrontation between Dr. Lawrence
and Members of Administration.
Because of t_he above, I must decline
appearing before the Ad Hoc Lawrence
Hearing Committee.
Sincerely,
Ben C . Coleman
Asst. _Professor, Spanish
Foreign Language Dept.
The followingcommun-iques were also
received by the committee from Mrs.
Burmeister, Mrs. O'Cherony, Mrs. Najera, and Mr. Milanesi :
From: Norma Burmeister
In answer to your request that I be
present at the Lawrence Hearings to
answer questions, I feel that, having
fulfilled my obligations to Dr. Lawrence
by voting with other tenured members of
the F. L. Department on his retention ,
th e ca se th e n moved to th e
Administration where, according to the
Administration , the fi nal decision would
be made. Therefore, as I see it, any
furth e r co n fr ont a tion wh i ch D r.
Lawrence might wish to have would be,
properl y, with the Administration.
F ROM : Rosalyn O'Cherony, FL Dept
With reference to your communication
of June 17, I 969, I wish to infor m you
that I a m not plann ing to appear to
answer questions in the Lawrence hearing,
and I wish to set fort h my reason for
not appearing:
As a tenured member of the Foreign
Language Department, I, together with
my tenured colleagues, served in an advisory capacity to the Admin istration of
this College on the matter of the termination of Dr. Lawrence's services. This
service was rendered in accorda nce with
the regulations in force in this College.
It wa s the Admin is tration , in full
possession of all the pertinent data, who
made the decision to terminate Dr.
Lawrence's services. I contend that it is
the Administration and not an individual
faculty member who is in a position to
answer all questions regarding that

'

,

(Continu ed on Page 5)
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(Continued from Page4)
decision. I have no information to contribute that is not already in the hands
. of the Administration, so that my non-appearance will in no way obstruct the cause
of justice. This would appear to be a matter to be settled between D r. Lawrence
and the Administration of this College.
From: Mrs. V. Najera
l received your memo dated June 17
this morning.
I have already made reservations for
lunch for my mother -in-law who is
visi ting us fro m M exico and doesn't speak
E nglish and my mother who is also
visiting us and doesn't speak Spanish.
Because I have 8 o'clock classes and
supervise the FL La b, this is one of two
days I can leave earl y.
Furthermore, I feel that I fulfilled my
duty as a tenured member of the F. L.
Department when we voted on Dr.
Lawrence. As I understand it, the recommendation, our recommendation , was
sent to the Administration. The final
decision rests with the Administration as
I see it. I am sure there is nothing at
all I could contribute to the hearing and
should I appear. I would want counsel

AT THE CHAIR: BEAVER
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as you mention Dr. Lawrence has, but
again, I see no purpose at all in making
an appearance; the matter, as I understand
it, is between the Administration and Dr.
Lawrence.
F ROM: Albert A. Milanesi
Associate Chiarman, Foreign Language
Department
DATE: Ju ne 18, 1969
In reply to your request to appear
before your Ad Hoc Hearing Committee
may I respectfully decline to do so.
This decision was prompted by the
following considerations:
I. Although I wa s pre sent as a n
observer at the meeting of the tenured
members of the department on the day
the recommendation for non renewal of
contract was voted upon, I had no part
in the voting since. I was not a tenured
member at the time.
2. I am at a loss understanding the
specific charges lodged and against whom
they were proferred.
3. I feel that any question pertaining
to the procedures, discussions, decisions
made at that meeting without the explicit
permission of all members would lead me

Page 5

to violate the limits of propriety, since
the meeting was a closed one, and information therein discussed privileged .
Sincerely,
Albert A. Milanesi
Shortly thereafter, the hearings came to
a close, with Drs. Goldberg and Lawrence
delivering their final remarks.
Dr. Goldberg defended his position as
Vice President for Academic affairs and
Dean of Faculty, pointing out that his duty calls for him to follow the recommendation of the department.
Lawrence's summation ran over ten
minutes in length. He said that the issue
was much deeper that the dismissal of a
faculty member who didn't agree with a
departmental policy. It was a matter, he
said, of politics.
The committee went into deliberation
last night, and whether or not a decision
was reached will not be known until this
afternoon. They may have to hold another
meeting if no decision was reached . The
decisi~n, when made, will be sent directly
and simultaneously to President Sachs
and Dr. Lawrence. The decision will be
·- merely a recommendation, which the
President is not legally bound to follow .
It is expected, however, that he will concur with the decision announced by the
formal hearing committee.

MAURA GEORGE,
DAVE KESSLER
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The Goldberg Charkovsky
Letters

~
.
j
The following series of letters were sent back and forth between Dr. Goldberg and
Mr. Charkovsky in the weeks following Charkovsky's notification of the terminal contract.
Not all the letters are reprinted here. The first one is that in which Charkovsky was
actually notified of his termination.
.

June 25, 1969
5910 N. Sheridan Road
Chicago, Illinois 60626

December 9, 1968
Dr. Robert Goldberg
Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Dean of Faculty
Northeastern Illinois State College
Bryn Mawr and St. Louis Avenues
Chicaxo, lllinois 60625
Dear Dr. Goldberg:
1 thank you kindlyfor your letter dated December 6, 1968. 1 reiterate, to inform you,
no one in the music department has complained to me, personally, about my way of
teaching the music courses assigned to me. However, 1 further wish to inform you, as
long as I have contractual obligations, to Northeastern Illinois State College until
August 31 , 1969, I will determine how to teach the courses assigned to me, as I find it
to be absolutely necessary.

In conclusion, since you so generously offered to me, until March 1, 1969, a contract
from September 1, 1969 through June 1970, I will also consider this until the proper
time arrives for me _to decide whether I want the contract or not .
.Yours truly,
Willis Charkovsky

November 27, 1968
Mr. Willis Charkovsky
5910 North Sheridan Road
Chicago, Illinois 60626

c.c. Dr. R.D. Wenzlaff
President Jerome D. Sachs
•
National Chapter A.A.U.P., Washington, D .C.
WC:bh
·

5910 N . Sheridan Road
Chicago, Illinois 60626

Dear Mr. CharkO\ tlcy:
One of the inajor responsibilities of an academic division is planning staff to fulfill these.
program commitments.
- .
In conjunction with this twofold responsibility is the matter of reassessing current faculty
in the light of future program needs. The members of your department have evaluated your
possible contributions and, by means of a vote, indicated the needs would be better met by
another. This recommendation for non-renewal is honored by my office where final responsibility lies.
Th~ ~idelines proposed by the AA UP for termination of services require a full year's
notice m your case. In keeping with the spirit of these guideline, I am taking this opportunity to notify you that a contract will not be forthcoming after June 30, 1970. This means
that you will have a contract for September 1969 through June 1970 if you so desire.
At this _time, we must be .able to determine our faculty positions for the forthcoming
academic year. Would you please let us know by March l, 1969, if you do not intend to
return to this campus for the academic year beginning September l, 1969?

December 17, 1968
Dr. Robert Goldberg
Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Dean of F acuity
Northeastern Illinois State College
Bryn Mawr and St. Louis Avenues
Chicago, Illinois 60625
Dear Dr. Goldberg:
I thank you kindly for your letter dated December 11, 1968 in this correspondence
. between the two of us concerning my present academic position in Northeastern Illinois
State College. This letter from you, again I re-iterate, dated December 11, 1968,
according to my files, makes number three in the line up of our Gaston-Alphonse
correspondence.
I have asked Dr. W enzlaff to tell me about any criticisms leveled against me from my
fellow colleagues, or charges against me, about my WflY of teaching the music courses.

Sincerely,
Robert J. Goldberg
Vice President for Academic
Affais and Dean of Faculty
RJG:dh

cc: Dr. Wenzlaff
President Sachs

From a phone conversation I had with Dr. Wenz/a.ff, shor(iy after I had received your
letter dated, November 27, 1968, he told me the letter sent to me was a form letter and
that it was a mistake to have sent ii to me. As a result, at present, I find too many
contradictions in my filed correspondence between the two of us concerning me.
I do however, demand, this unnecessary correspondence between the two of us,
· concerning my being replaced by an individual, whom you referred to as another,
immediately be terminated.

I re-iterate, for the second time, in this letter, ,no on~ on staff in ·N ortheaslern Illinois
State College has personally complained to me about the way I perform my duties, ·
according to my contractual obligations, and schedules assigned to me by my academic
superiors.

December 6, 1968
. Mr. Willis Charkovsky ·
5910 North Sheridan Road
Chicago, Illinois 60626
· Dear Mr. Charkovsky:
· I am concerned about the tone of your response to a letter of termination which I sent to ·
you upon written instructions of the department chairman and endorsed by other members
of the department.
·
· At the time I was asked to send this letter, I asked Dr. Wenzlaff if at any time he or other
members of the department had indeed indicated to you that there was some,.tissatisfaction
·with your teaching or with the fact that your particular talents and-experience did not fit
their planned activities for the future direction of the department of Music: He assured me
-that he had met with you several times and that he had no great complaint about your
teaching activities, but that the latter cause was the one which guided their decision in
requesting notification of termination. If you will r~ the letter which was sent by me, this
was the nature of ther termination notice, and my only role was that'of complying with the
·expressed wishes of the department .concerned.
·

Now, it seems to me, in your first letter sent to ·me; dated November 27, 1968, a
meeting was held by the members of the Music Department, without my knowledll,e or
presence, and a unanimous vqte was passed that I haYe no voice in the future for the
needs of the music departmenf .o f Noriheastern Illinois State G_ollege .
Whether I am on staff or not, in the college, until June 1970, in unimportant.
. The important issue at hand i~ thai'fn my present position, on staff ai Northeastern ·
Illinois State College, is that it is absolutely necessary, for a man with my respectable
reputation, to be consulted upon ma.tters of musical policy in order to help determine
the future and the needs for the music department of Northeastern Illinois State
College.
· Perhaps you do. not-,k now this,, but, to my knowledge, I inform. you, / . am t~e only .
member of the music department, on staff in Northeastern Illinois State Colli!ge, who is
a·member of the American Society of Composers, Authors; and Publishers· (ASCA P ).
The committee of ASCAP unanimously elected me to membership on November 25, 1959, with complete disregard for my academic university degrees.

i am aware of the. fact' you have great responsibilities, in your present position, as
Vice President/or Academic Affairs, and, Dean of Faculty, in Northeastern Illinois
State College. I do not ·e nvy you.

I personally feel very badly about the possibility which I interpret from your letter that
you had no previous indication.that such notice was forthcoming, and had I been aware of
this fact, I would have confem:d with you personally prioflo sending this letter.
Sincerely yours,
Robert J. Gold.berg
Vice President for Academic

Best wishes _to you i!'n dyour family for a happy holiday season,
· Yours' truly,
Willis Charkovsky ,
c.c. Dr. R.D. Wenzlaff
President Jerome D. Sachs
. National Chapter) MUP; Washington, D.C.
-

Affairs and Deari,of Faculty
RJG:dh

"

P.S. How come my' wife has never been invited to become a member of the Ladies
- Auxiliary.' ·-, . • " - . .
,
·
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conversation I had with Dr. W enzlaff he told me it was a form letter and sending the
letter to me was a mistake.
Now, in ref erence, to a sentence, in your third letter, sent to me, dated December 18,,
1968, about a meeting with you, myself, and Dr. R . D. Wenzlgff, I shall be more than
glad, and delighted, to have this meeting, after the new semester begins, in January,
1969, which you suggested.
.

I

A gain , best wishes to you and your family f<? r a happy holiday season.
Yours truly,
Willis Charkovsky

c.c. President J erome D. Sa chs
Dr. R . D. Wenzlaff
American Association of University Prof essors,
National Chapter, Washington D. C. 20036
WC:bh

Print lllterviews

Wenzlaff Charkovsky
II

MR. CHARKOVSKY

December 18, 1968
Mr. Willis Charkovsky
5910 North Sheridan Road
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Dear Mr. Charkovsky:
I dislike being identified as either Gaston or Alphonse in this comedy of communications
that is going on between us. Rather than to continue this, I think perhaps we should have a
meeting, you, Dr. Wenzlaff and myself, where we can face each other and I will attempt to
set this up sometime after the new semester starts.
In response to your "P.S." referring to what you call the "Ladies Auxilliary", I imagine
you are referring to the Faculty Wives organization and I really have nothing to do with
this organization, not being a faculty wife. I suggest you refer this question to Mrs. Marita
Quinn, wife of Dr. Paul Quinn, who happens to be the President of the organization. Please
don't blame this one on the Administration as no Administrative wife at present holds any
of the offices of the group, and are not a<,countable nor responsible for any slight which
might have inadvertently happened to any faculty member's wife.
Sincerely yours,
Robert J . Goldberg
_
Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of Faculty
RJG:dh
5910 Sheridan Road
Chicago, Illinois 60626

December 27, 1968

Dr. Robert Goldberg
Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Dean of F acuity
·
Northeastern Illinois State College
Bryn Mawr and St. Louis Avenue
Chicago~ Illinois 60625
Dear Dr. Goldberg:

.
b~ Mik~ Gilmor~
ln an mterv1ew with Dr. ~1chard Wenzlaff, chairman of the music department,
PRINT asked sp~cifically w~y Mr. Chardovsky had received a terminal contract
for next year. (PRINT, June 16)
Dr. Wenzlaff responded to the question
by stating, "Beginning in 1967 there have
been many changes in the college curriculum and other areas. The music requirement has shrunk from two introductory courses to one . .These changes
in the college have also caused changes
in faculty needs."
.
Since 1967 the needs of the music
department have changed drastically.
There is now far more diversification.
"Mr. Charkovsky can do certain things,
but in our college, the music department
needs a more diversified man." Wenzlaff
stated. "For example, the music department has a desperate need for a voice instructor and was forced to, hire a part
time person." Mr. Charkovsky's specialty
is in theory and composition.
When asked whether the department
has any specific by-1<!-ws on retention or
non-retention of a colleague, Dr. Wenzlaff .
said "The committee consists of tenured
me~bers of the department and members
who have considerable experience."
Asked what was mea nt by
"considerable experience"; he answered,
"Those whom I trust and feel understand
the situation."
Dr. Wenzlaff stated that he has yet to
see any of the petitions that have allegedly
been circulated, and that, further, no
students have met with him concerning
Charkovsky's terminal contract.
Commenting on the Wenzlaff statement
that he had been dismissed because he
did not meet the needs of the department,
Mr. Charkovsky said that although his
specialty is indeed in theory anj ~m-

position, he is also a professional accomplished pianist, and there is a need
at NISC for people who have thi s
specialty.
Mr. Charkovsky was official pianist for
the Grant Park summer concerts for ten
years until 1966. For eight year-s he was
the band director at the University of
Illinois Navy Pier Campus. He is reportedly the only published composer on the
Northeastern music faculty and the only
faculty member on our campus elected
unanimously to the honorary society
ASCAP . Charkovsky has done more professional work than any other member of
the mus_ic department.
.
.
.
Mr. Charkovsky explained that, m his
opinion, "the problem with our college is
that there is no leadership, and everyone
passes the buck." He feels that he has
been judged by a ''kangaroo court" . "We
call ourselves a democracy and yet a man
is judged and dismissed without
knowledge of ~here, w?~n , why, or ~y
whom. People m the pos1t1on to settle "1fferences don't."
When Charko~sky first came to NISC
he asked the chaJrman of the department
how he wanted the course taught. "I don't
care" was the reported response. Mr.
Charkovsky has been teaching mostly
evening courses since his hiring, and he
once told his chairman, " If you want me
here on midnight Saturday, I'll be here."
W hen P R INT asked why Mr .
Charkovsky had not challenged his
terminal contract, he explained that the
word had l.eaked out to some of his\
students, and the are- responsible for
bringing the issue out into the open.
"f -kept my mouth shut b~use, well,
why. advertise it? I felt that it concerned
my academic superior and myself, and I'm
not going to play politics in an institution
of higher learning."

·Television Department
DeIDonstrates its Skills

I thank you kindly for your le_tter sent to _m e, dated December /8, /968. Now, if you
will please permit me to make a suggestion, I strongly desire this correspondence
between the two of us, concerning my position in Northeastern Illinois State, which has
Between last Wednesday and Monday,
watch the proceedings on TV. _The Lawdeveloped into very unpleasant epistulary exchanges, which is absolutely unnecessary, ·
be terminated.
·
·
a total of 23 hours of uninterrupted
rence .hearing·was held in the Little Theatelevision coverage was given to the Stern
tre where well over JOO seats were pro& Lawrence hearings.
vided for observers. Only during the first
· According to my filed correspondence, between the both of us, I am only going to
The program, easily the longest, most few hours • were aH the seats taken, al. inake reference to two letters; the first one, dated November 27, 1968, and one
. intricate project evef ,undertaken •by the
though well ·over· 1QO were watching at all
sentence, in your third letter, sen{to me from you,,dated December /8; /968 ,
· television department, required a fuH-ti·me · times on television.
staff of · over six ·crew members. • Three ·
This program was the first major
According to the fair practice policy of the National -Chapter vf lhe American Associtechnicians were manni-ng tne controls•. , - presentation since the entire · N ISC-TV
ation of University Professors, according to me, you have· abi-dedin··this policy of fair
.while the director selected camera shots system underwent considerable revamping
practice by having offered to me a contract to be on staff in Northeastern Illinois State
and supervised _the operation. Two earlier this year. With the new equipment,
College from September/, /969, through June 1970. I also have, according to my filed
cameras
were in operation at all times, such special effects as split screen
correspondence, between the two of us, from your, first Leiter, sent to me,' dated
each requiring an operator. ·
camerawork, seen for the. first time last
November 27, 1968, I was offeredJrom. you, until March /, /91 9, whether J want this
The television signals were sent from · week, are possible.
contract or not. It is as simple as that.
the studios over the -existing closed-circuit
In addition to the refurbishing already
systeQl into four main monitors, one in !lCcomplished, other work is .still in the
In retracing the original s~urce of th~ first letter you sent .to me, dated November 2 7,
· each lounge, and one at either end of the planning stage. · In the near- future, the
1968, I re-iterate why the members of the music department held a meeting to.. consider
auditorium lobby. In addition, two department expects delivery . of a eom· my _voice in helping to determine the future of the musical policies for Northeastern
monitors were provided in the game pletely equipped • remote van, which will
. Illinois State College, without my knowledge and presence, so as I am led to believe all
room, and several others sprang up in the ,be an entire studio in itself. The -van will
my eminent colleagues voted against me. If. such a meeting, took place, J have the right
basement and other areas of the building. · '- probably be used for special athletic
to know why, what day, time, room, or hall, where this so called meeting took place,
At peak times, ther~ were close to 200 events, and other occurences outside the
merely by going from your first letter sent to nie dated November 27, /968, according , · viewers, some of whom ·remained -in. front college.
to my filed correspondence between the tw.o ofus.
'
.
of monitors all day.
·
Ron Saiet, director -of the TV facilities,
The Stem hearing, _which was . held . in sai_d that ; the hearings were a . good ii.. Again, I refer to a phon~ ·conversation I had with Dr. R. D; Wenz/aff, shortly after /
the studio itself, had provisions for -about lustration of -what can now be achad received your first letter dated November 27, /968. According to· the phone
35 observers, while others ·were · forced to complished with campus television.
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STUDENTS SUDDEN EXPULSION
FROM FACULTY ·sENATE
by D avid G reen
Communication between Facu lty and
Students was dealt a well-aimed blow by
the Facu lt y Senate last week. Stude nt
observers were evicted from their last
meeting . These students were refused the
right to attend because it is agai nst the
Faculty Senate's present Constitution to
have students observe the workings of a
Faculty Senate Meeting.
Previously, students had been allowed
and the PRINT covered the meeting (June
I 0). It was a different story last week,
however. Before the meeting was called
to order Dr. Berli[!ger an nounced to Jay
Byron that students were not to be allowed in the meeting. "It was called to my
attention that it is unconstitutional" he
said and then proceeded to quote the appropriate passage from the Constitution.
By now the rest of the Faculty Senators
were Iistening or at least they seemed to
be anyway, and Jay told them they were
cutting off the only form of communication existing between the Senate
and the students. Dr. Schwartz of the
Geography Department piped up with,
"It's a Faculty meeting and only Faculty
should be present ." Jay pressed on with
a tt e mpt s to instil l so me interest in
Faculty-Student commu nication . Dr.
Kochman then put forth a quasi-motion
to allow the Students to attend. Then
another Senator chimed in with the fact
that we weren ' t on the agenda and
therefore it couldn't be brought to a vote.

D r. Berlinger agreed and the students
were told to leave. They did .
There· were three students attempting to
ubserve the meeting. Jay Byron, Steve
Mandell and Dave Green. Green and
Byron were attending with the belief that
they had been appointed to the Faculty
Senate as observers. This appointment was
made by the Student Government. To this
Dr. Berlinger said that when the students
appoin ted them they had acted in compliance with a Faculty Senate Constitution that isn 't presently being used.
It is interesting to point out that in the
June 10th meeting of the Faculty Senate
the agenda was shoved aside and Dr. Berlinger inserted President Sachs before the
meeting. Last week however he refused
to allow any discussion of the attendance
of students because it wasn't on the agenda. The vote on Dr. Kochman's motion
to keep the students would have only
taken five minutes or so, while the bit
with Sachs lasted the entire meeting . This
has prompted many students to express
feelings that there was some reason beside
the constitutional one given for throwing
the students o ut . It was rumored that new
members of the Committee hearing the
Stern case would be named in the meeting
and that this could be a reason for
eliminating the students. · Steve Mandell
said the Facult y Senate didn 't want
students finding out how they were,
"screwing" Stern. There were also inklings

that some of the Senators were upset by
the article in the PRINT (June 17). It
seems that either the Faculty Senate· only
wants students there when nothing is
going on that's of any importance or they
only wa nt students that won't be able to
reach too many students with the word
from the Senate meetings. If this is true,
what does the Faculty Senate have to hide
or be ashamed of, that they don 't want
the student body well informed? These
questions are being asked by people and
the answers 'aren't there.
Dr . B er linger said th e only way
students will be allowed to attend
meetings is if they write a request to him
and get put on the agenda. This has been
done. The only avenue open to the
students is to get on the agenda and try
to convince the Faculty Senate to allow
student observers. This would be difficult
considering the present mood of the
Senate and their silent approval of the action taken. The other alternative would
be to wait until the new Faculty Senate
Constitution is ratified . It has been
rumored that students would be allowed
under this document. Neither of these
paths really solve the problem it seems.
The only thing that would do any good
is the realization by the Faculty Senate
that the students have to be informed and
that the school is set up to benefit the
student and he should be involved in the
workings of the school.

Geography Club
Offers Two
NJSC's Geography Club is sponsor.ing
two (not one but two!) trips this August.
The two week trip, fro m August 16-30,
to the Hilton H awaiian Village on the
beach at Waikiki, includes two free excursions, a free Oahu Eve party, a lei
greeti ng upon arriva l a nd guaranteed
departure via United Airlines. The price
of $424.95 includes 14 fun-filled days and
13 beautiful nights at the Hilton
Hawaiian Village, with on ly two persons
per room. ' The Hilton is wit hin minutes
walking distance from low cost eating
fac ilities, the International Market and its
free Hawaiian entertainment, and exotic
shops.
The second trip, from August 23:30,
is to Freeport, Grand Bahamas. Accomodations are at the luxurious Oceanus
South, with direct access to the beach .
The eight fabulous day s and seven
delightful nights will be filled with such
things as round trip transportation from
Chicago to Freeport Grand Bahama via
jet powered Electra with champagne in
flight, F REE RUM SWIZZLE PARTY ,
swimming, deep sea fishing, tennis, golf
and shopp ing at the International Bazaar.
T-his trip also features only two person s
per room. Students who have gone on thi s
trip before feel that it is well worth while
and many students a~e planning to return .
There is a $15 .00 deposit for both trips
which is fully refundable up to 20 days
before departure. For furt her information
contact Prof. Robert Easton at 475 -7417
or Prof . Roger C h ar tier , 4055 N .
Keystone or phone AV6-2655.

NORTHEASTERN APPOINTS
VICE- PRESIDENT FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS
Northeastern a nnounc es the a ppointment of Dr. William Lienemann to
the major administrative post of VicePresident for Administrative Affairs, effec ti ve July I , 1969. The Screening Committee found many excellent candidates
in a natio n - wide search and· Dr. Lienemann , who is presently Assistant to the
President at Northeastern, was selected
from the group of finali5ts .
Dr.Li enemann came to the college in
1965 as an Administrative intern and
became Assistant to the President in 1966.
Hi s professional career includes experiences as a teacher, a coach, and as/
a high schoo l principal.
Dr. Lienemann at tended Drak e
Un iversity, receiving his B.S. in 1954, his
M .S. in 1959 and his Education Specialist
Degree in -1963. As an undergraduate he
was on a sc holarshi"p a nd played varsity

lJeJ.t

'7toeat Sltop

:iJ S8 WEST BRYN MAWR AVE .
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6064S
PHONE 478-6276
NICK G . KATSOULIS

More Anarchy At Bugg House

HOLDS OPEN
MEET
Dr. WiHiam Itkin, C hairman of the
Department of Special Education annouces a meeting of the undergraduates in
Special Education on Wednesday , June
25, from 3:00 to 5:00 in the Little Theatre .
The pu rpose of this meeting will be to
find out how the program is going and if
there are any que stions about it. The meeting will give the undergraduates a chance
to meet the staff of this department. T he
meeting will give the students an opportunity to organize themselves as a preprofess ional gro up, for example, a student
affi liate gro up of the Council of Exceptional Children.
More meetings wi ll be announced if
students will be interested enough to have
them . All meetings will be open to others
interested in learn ing how. the departme nt
of Special Education fun ctions .

-

Dr. Lien ema nn

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

SPECIAL ED

..,.._ .......... ........

basketball. His doctorate is from Stanford
University, 1967 , where he received a
Kellog Fellowship.
At Northeastern, Dr. Lienemann has
been active in the participation of the college in the Union For Research and Experimentation in Higher Education and
has encouraged and taken part in innovative programs on campus. He has
worked closely with our present
Administrative Vice-President in man y
duties of that office. He served as acting
Vice-President during a sabatical leave
of the incumbent.
The college feels fort unate to be able
to appoin t an experienced man who has
demonstrated his ability to work with all
groups on campus to this important post.
Dr. Lienemann , originally from Van
Meter, where his parents still reside, is
married, and has two children.

-.......

By. Connie McNeely
On July 2, Wednesda y, Bugg House
Thursday, June 26, Bugg House Square ·
Square will present C huck Davis, from the
plans " In/o utside Dance", to be held out
John Birch Society, who wiU be showing
on the Art Building patio. The two
th e Birch film A n a r c h y USA . A
featured bands are 'The Players," brought
discussion will follow about the film , as
back from last month , and Bill Hennesey's
well as the John Birch Society. T he pro"Quentin Hunter. " T he time will be fro m
gram wi ll be held from 2-4 «ID" ·the "' 2-5, weat h er guaranteed by Edwena
Auditorium .
•JJ Brunell.
~

THE FLIP SIDE
3314 W. FOSTER AVENUE• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60625

PHONE: 478-1490
STEREO L.P.'S - $3. 19
S~TRACK TAPES - $5.50
TOP 4Q 45'5 . .69

---~- . . . __

~.,. . . .

...

HOURS:
DA ILY 10- 6
MON. AND FRI.
10 - 9

____ ,.,..,.._..,. -~--- . , ., ..........

WEEKLY SPECIAL
STEREO L.P.'S BY
POPULAR AI\TISTS
48
ONLY

$2

* •••••••••••••••••
*
*
* CHECKER TAX I *
*
*
HAS
*
*
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
*
*
FOR
* SUMMER EMPLOYMENT *
* • EXCELLENT EARNINGS
*
*
*
* • WORK ANY NUMBER OF *
* DAYS PER WEEK FROM 2 *
* to 6 DAYS
*
* • DAYS or NIGHTS
*
*
* • WORK CLOSE TO HOME AT **
* ONE OF TEN GARAGES *
THROUGHOUT
* ·cLOCATED
*
n Y
*
*
*
*
MALE or FEMALE
*
*
MINIMUM AGE 21
*
*
APPLY
*
845 W. WASHINGTON
* 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM : DAILY **
* 8:00 AM to 11 :00 AM : SAT. *
*
*
CALL 42 1-1314
*
*
*
* •••••••••••••••• **
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"The theory of a free press is that the
truth will emerge from free reporting and
free discussion , not that it will be presented perfectly and instantly in any one
account." - Walter Lippman ·

Widen on ABM
Editor:·
There appears to be a good fighting already indicated such opposition but has
chance of defeating President Nixon's anti- been subjected to heavy pressure to alter
ballistic missile plan in the US Senate. his position. Mr. Dirksen has indicated
Such a defeat might help to turn the tide support of ABM but has been known to
toward a reordering of the nation's prior- change his view when he has found it
politically expedient to do so.
ities--from warfare to human welfare.
Tell your Senators of the seriousness
I would entreat the reader who has ·
not already done so to write immediately of your concern, and remind them that
to Senators Charles Percy and Everett the billions which ABM would cost would
better strengthen our crisis-ridden nation
Dirksen (at Senate Office Building, Washington, DC) urging their opposition to if spent for health and education.
the ABM proposal. Senator Percy has
Irwin Widen

Gaspar Tells IC Disgust
With Faculty Senate
i have been the student voting representative on the Instructional Council for
almost a year. During this time, the Council has passed many good policies for the
college. The problem as I see it, is . that
there seems to be a "dead-end" for all
these recommendations. After a very short
while, I realized that they are always stopped when they reach the faculty senate
for final approval and implementation.
The educational growth of the college is
. being retarded by the faculty senate due
to its inability to consider policies and
programs which the Instructional Council
has already researched and completed for
implementation for at least 2 to 3 years.
The list of stagnated recommendations
just keeps growing.

tional Council that this could be implemented by September, 1969, for the
entering freshmen. No action has been
taken by the faculty senate concerning
this policy, to the knowledge of the
Instructional Council.

I . The Cou ncil recomme nded
establishment of an Honors Program in
college, covering the areas ·of special
honors courses, scholastic recognition and
graduation honors.
·
In Jul y, 1968 , an ad-hoc committee
publi s hed and distributed its recommendations for the implementation of an
honors program in the college. It hasn't
been enacted yet.

5. On May 15th, the Council passed
a recommendation of incomplete grade
revision . This hasn 't been returned from
the Senate for approval as of yet.

4. The next item is an interesting one-the Pass-Fail Option . After many
revisions and discussions with the Council
and with Dr. Goldberg (who recommended to the Council for adoption), the
Council passed a sound policy on PassFail Option for the basic program. It was
passed on April 10 , 1969 , and immediately sent to the Faculty Senate . At
the meeting of the Instructional Council
on June 5th, we received a letter from
. the Faculty Senate asking questions about
To show you how much the Council it and that they tabled recommendation
has been frustrated by this ultimate until these questions were answered .
governing body of this college, I will go These questions were, in the estimation
through some of the li st of recom- of the Council , answered and the recommendation was clear enough for immendations.
·
plementation.

2. A sub-committee developed a policy
concerning independent ,study in the college, after discussion and a revision the
co uncil approved a policy statement , in
May, I 968. As yet, the Council has not
been informed of any action of this
report.
3.- On February 13 , I 969, the Instructional Council passed a recommendation
that the college set policy concerning advai:iced pl acement examinations. There
were long discussions and revisions of the
recommendation concerning advanced
placement. It was thought by the lnstruc-

6. At the same meeting that incomplete policy was passed , the Council
also passed a new policy concerning
students o n academic probation. This,
too, seemed to not have been enacted yet
by the Faculty Senate.
The Instructional Council has made
many progressive steps forward fo r our
college by these recommendations. It is
unfortunate that they are just "bottled up"
in the Faculty Senate.
The· Instructional Council extended an
invitation to Dr. Paine, secretary of the
Faculty Senate Steering Committee to attend the next meeting on June 26th to
find out what has happened to these
. recommendations.
Susan Gaspar

PRINT SAYS:
STUDENT
OBSERVERS MUST
BE ADMITTED TO
FACULTY SENATE

The faculty senate continued last week in its caJculated campaign to crush all forces
of constructive reform by using a piece of outrageous constitutional trivia to completely
squelch the dissemination of news about its meetings.
The faculty senate, in refusing admittance to its meetings of the observers for this
newspaper and the student government, displayed total disrespect for the student community, and proved that it has no desire to open lines of communication with the
students as a whole.
The student government has attempted several times in the past to open these lines of
communication, but it has always met with static from the faculty senate. When Dr.
Goldberg listened to the voice of the students last trimester and decided to end the
requirement for language three, the faculty senate issued a strong reprimand against the
administration.
The instructional Council became so disgusted this week with the faculty senate's
inaction that it extended to Dr. Paine, the Secretary, an invitation to attend the next IC
meeting for a possible explanation (see Print Forum).
President Wiszowaty of the student government has submitted a formal request for
student observers, which we have reprinted. We urge the faculty senate to act upon this
' request promptly, so as not to waste any more precious time.
We hold nothing against the faculty senate itself, for it is an unfortunate characteristic of such bodies that progress comes quite slowly. We can only assume, however, that
the provision for letting students into meetings only when the senate feels like it is
simply a neat little tool for silencing those meetings at which vital , and perhaps conroversial, decisions are made.

Opinions expressed in PRINT editorials are those of the signees only and do not necessarily reflect the views of anyone else .

Rebuttals may be brought to E 45.

Tiu· ,ortlu·a~tern

8 PRINT
" Peace ." Well, sa much for aur taken radical
left statement af the week. H ey, ga;,g! · Bet yau
really missed us last Monday, huh? Well, we just
thought we'd get you emotionally prepared for
the next two months, when we're goi~g to provide
free scratch paper only once every other week.
We won't see you again until July 7.
Well, that's enou gh suspense. Here it · is, boys
and gicls, our latest, newest, and most exciting
PRINT Staff Box Contest ever! A ll you have to do
to win a fantastic prize (No kidding) is to complete
th e- following sentence in ten words or less : " The
PRINT is the world's greatest newspaper because
- - - - - - - - - --- " "-. Entri es mu st be
written, and brought to our office by 5 :00 tonight.
W inners will be announced here next we•ek. ·
All entries will be read and reviewed in an open
hearing, but the final decision concerning the
winner w.U be made by an impartial, 1Jnbiased,

objective and loyal PRINT committee at a special
meeting . This meeting will have to be closed to
insure the specific safeguards outlined by the
AAUP.
Oh, by the way, we're published at Northeastern
Il linois State College, 5500 St. Louis Ave., Chicago.
King Arthur ... .. ... • .. • .. . . .•. . .... Ken Davis
Lancelot du Lac . .. . .• . ... . ....... Larry Spaeth
Mordred ..... . ........... . .•. . ..... Roger Bader
Guenevere .........•..•......... .. . Lynn Musson
Natu re Corner .. .... . .... ... .... . ... .. ... R.H .B.
Wirele ss Express . . .... . . ...... . ... Hal Bleuthman
Merl in ... . .......... . ..............M ondo Crypto
Mondo Crypto ......... . ...Gary-D ale Stockmann
Knights of the Round Table ......... . David Green,
Mike Gilmore, Connie McNeely
King Pell inore . .. . ....... . ..... . .•. Mi ckey Sagrillo
Table Polisher ... . ..• . .•.. . .... . Dr. Les Klug , PhD
Tower Guard ....... .•• ... . ...............Jack
Projectionist....... . . •.. . .• ..•.. .... Bob Winters
PRINTce . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . ........ Ed Foley
PRINTcess ... .. ............ . .... . .. Ba rb Javor
Retired Sponsor .... .. .... .• .............. • • • •.
New Sponsor...... .. .... . ... .. ... Robert N. Paine
Vacationing Sponsor... , . . . . ..... E.M . Liebow Esq .
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The Little ·Foxes

-·A ·Review

June 25, 1969

This is th e letter th at Tony Wis zawaty sent to Dr. B erlinger, officially requesting that
students be allowed to observe Fac1.lty Sen ate meetings. Th is letter was prompted by the
fa culty action taken on Jun e 17 (see page 8).

by Alecia i(ouvelis
Cast
Regina Giddons .......... . . . ................. . .......... . ........ Eileen Herlie
Benjamin Hubbard ........... . .......... . ........................ .. Larry Gates
Birdie Hubbard ....... . ........................................ ... Nancy Coleman
Oscar Hubbard . . ..... . . .. ... . ......... .. ......... . .. . ............. Don Marston
Alexandra Giddons ..... . .. .. ....... . .. . ..... .... ......... ... ..... Fawne Harriman
Leo Hubbard .. .. .. ............................. ........ . ....... .. . .. Ronald Lohse
Horace Giddons . .... . .. : .. .. .... ... ......... . .. ... . ..... ........ . Bob Thompson
A drama in three acts by Lillian Hellman, produced and directed by George
Keathley . Setting and lighting by William
Fosser; costumes by Georgiana Jordan;
set construction by Ivan Carl son . Presented by I van hoe Theater corporation
June 12, 1969 for six weeks in Ivanhoe
Theater.

" big four" alliance to own the town. They
are more than happy to twist anyone's arm
if need be and have very convenient sacrifices in Regina's kind, good, but very ill
husband, Horace and her terribly naive and
not to bright daughter, Alexandra. Included is the mistreated wife of the nasty Oscar
and mother of his double ditto son ; she just
hap pens to be the family's blue blood,
though somewhat faded and alcoholic.
The director must keep tight reins on this
production; the plot is so thick that only a
sharp stilleto can cut it. The cast must perform at a galloping pace lest the audience be
lulled to mental sleep by its intricacies. If
they continue this responsibility as well as
they did opening night, it may become one
of the best of the Ivanhoe's current season.
Eileen Herlie, a warm-hearted spinster
turned school teacher last spring, now plays
an evil un-principled Regina, succeeding
quite nicely in the change of character; her
long suffering husband is played extremely
well by Bob Thompson . Her equally nice
brothers almost steal the scene as created by
Larry Gates and Don Marston. As Oscar's
witless wife, Nancy Coleman seems to be
type-cast, for she is somewhat accustomed
to just such a role - the poor vulnerable innocent. Fawne Harriman as Alexandra is
rather disappointing; this sweet young
thing just cannot keep pace with the rest of
the cast. ·
Outstanding as supporting actors - Melva
Williams, as Addie the maid, brings great
depth; Tom Bradley's confused butler, Cal,
is very realistic. Ronald Lohse' Leo has
many of the disgusting qualities of this
character, but is not quite believable.
George Womack, as the Chicago contact
who is going to make our wholesome threesome filthy rich, isn't on the scene long
enough to really create an effect.

After the first fifteen minutes of ambling
through layers of Southern ante bellum .
charm one recognizes 'Little Foxes' as having been an old Betty Davis movie, much
aired on the late shows. And yet, Lillian
Hellman's deep-south drama of 1939 was
shown through excellent casting, and admi- ·
rably su ita ble physical setting, and most important, a careful and well thought out production under its very capable director,
George Keathley, to be still a thought provoking and enormou sly entertaining play.
Naturally, you would expect no .surprises, supposing that such a familiar play
would have little in its plot to hold your
interest. But the twists and turns, and its
episodic nature will hold attention through
their ingenuity. There is an air of intimacy
felt on the part of the audience, almost as
though an intrusion on the characters
privacy had occured. (This is perhaps due to
the physical surroundings of this theater inthe-round.) The audience comes face to
face with this well to do family of businessmen who make a pretence of sharing the
gains while each courteously schemes to
outwit the others.
The three Hubbard siblings are as follows: Ben, the old bachelor with the true
cunning of a fox, Oscar, the overbearing
boor, and Regina, a selfish hateful woman
who lives only for herself. This loving
threesome, aligned with Oscar's only son
Leo (who is just a plain old dirty dog) for a

What are you doing next wee k, Tam ? -Will

CLASSIFIED ADS
·nRMPAPERS, THESES TYPED
IBM El ec tri c --- 40c / pa g e. Call:
33 8 -52 42 ev en ing s.

Wa nted : Reliable announcer for daytime TV.
Send resume ta TITStudias, NISC

M rs . Cohen;
HI PAT!!!! Fram Mike, Larry, and the hippies next
door.
Efficiency expert
department.

. MUSICAL

needed.

Contact the

music

P. Gibson Folk Guita r M odel B2 5 N ew Con cJ iticn
: 160 or Best Offer inqui re "P RINT" o ffi ce E-45
or Ju 3-40 5 0 Ext 270 as k for Roger Bader.

TV coverage was really great, guys. Keep up the
good work! -- KD

Gibson 12 string; jumbo B 45. Sac. $240 or b est
offer. Cont ac t M ickey in "P RI NT" office, E-45
or ext. 270.

G irls w anted to be our PRINT girl. See Roger
" Blow-up" Bader, PRINT offi ce.
Abby Poster-- lf possess io ns are not pic ked up
by 7-30-6 9, they will be auctioned off to the stu
dent body. Che a p.

For sale : G ibson amplifi e r an d / or Electric Guitar
$280 fo r b ot h o r be st offe r. Inquire PR IN T office,
E 45 o r ca ll JUJ -40 5 0, ext . 270.

.

PERSONALS
For a re al la ugh, dial WE 4 9 999.

· Now TWO
* • GIANT

AD RATES

-

$1.00 per 3-lines or 35c
per line

I

Locations--NORTH & OLD TOWN

HAMBURGERS•*

Casual and Cozy

ROARING FIREPLACE
BARBECUE RI BS
To eat here or take out

Bratwurst & other " great"
Charcoal Broiled Items
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
Open from lunch till 2 A .M.

7 days a week
2741 W . Howard St . 973 -0990
1447 N . Well•

664-2393

NORTHEASTERN
Bryn Mayvr

at

St. Louis Ave .

ILLINOIS
Chicago. Illinois

STATE
60625

COLLEGE
Phone

JU• 3 • 4050

June 20, 1 969
Dr, Berlin ger:
The oth e r day stud e nts we re barred fr o'!l attend i ng a f a cult y
senate mee ting. , This a c ti on was t Rk en beca '1se of a mo tion ml.ch
the faculty senate p assed a bo ut 8 months ago c oncernin g the
attend a r.ce of meetings b y non - senate members , The rulin g cuts
off an important avenue of com-nunication,;
In ord e r t o improve the lines of com:nun1cation betwe en
the fac u lty and s tude nt s I ask that this rule be re pealed.

Sinc erely ycurs,

~~i~v
Student Sena t e 7re siden t

CC . l:lr. Sachs
Dr. Linemann
Dr . Faine

Print-nic!

I
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Roger Harold Bader's

Commencement
Concert

Mondo
Crypto
I'm sure many times in your life each
of you has been told, in one way or another,
where you should go and why. M .C. , with
great insight, knows where you are going
and why. He has compiled here sort of a
psychic travelog of the future. Mondo is,
of course, not responsible for the outcome
of these excursions. If some of these seem
unnaturally accurate, well, Mondo is
not infallable.
Aries (March 21-April 20)
At precisely 2:34 PM, July 9, 1992, you
will follow an irresistible impulse to drive to
Jay, IHinois. Five minutes after arriving
you will become bored and go to the Dairy
Queen in Aledo.
Taurus (April 2 1-May 21)
You are a lover but you have a love for
the unusual. Consequently you will open a
Holiday Inn in Mut, Egypt. M.C. understands that for some of you this is not practicable, then you will open a tuxedo rental
store in Mut, Egypt.
Gemini (May 22-June 21)
You will become Ambassador to Rio
Muni and live in the middle of nowhere.
_During your Ambassadorship, Rio Muni
will get the bomb and become a world power.
Cancer (June 22-July 23)
Being a bit of a reactionary you will move
to Jim Thorpe , Pennsylvania, change its
name back to Mauck Chunk and re-establi sh the 9 mile mule drawn railway which
will be a success.
t;e-cr(Jilly-24-Aug. 23)
Being a Leo, minor annoyances won't
bother you. You will become corresponding secretary for the Tacmatawhakatangihawgakoacotamateaturipukakapikimau ngahoronukupokaiwhenuakitanataju,
New
Zealand chapter to the Loyal order of the
Moose.
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept 23)
Knowing your Yirgoite sense of adventure you will probably go home tonight. Tomorrow, if you feel up to it, you will come
back to school.
Libra (Sept. 24-0ct. 23)
You will move to Los Angeles in 1974
and become the straw that breaks the camel's back . A major earthquake will occur
within IO days, but it won't be your fault.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
M .C. is not too clear on this one. You will
be certain you are in one place but before
you realize it you will be someplace else.
When you try to return everyone will have
left. I think you ought to see a doctor.
Sagitarius (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
You will spend a good number of days as
a Republican committeeman in Progress.
Mississippi . During your time there, Barry
Goldwater will win the Arizona Highways
award for worst nature photograph of the
year.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
You will fulfill a life long ambition and
becom~ ~ Mountie. You will be the only
Mountie m Ong, Nebraska where you will
also be superintendent of public education.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
After paying a tearful last visit to the
Aquarius Mountains you will settle in
Love, Saskatchewan, on the banks of the
beautiful Torc h Ri ver where yo u will gat he r berries , meditate and grow old in perfect
contentment. More individually , if you are
who you think yo u are, M.C . predicts you
will soon travel to his place.
Pisces (Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
I see a trip to St. Paul , Minnesota, the
heartland of the southeastern portion of the
Northcentral Mid west, but if you ask directions in Minneapolis you will not find it.
While you're there take in a Bloomington
twins game.

The Chicago Conservatory College has
the perfect commencement - very short
and sweet. The classes of Bachelors and
Masters candidates are quite small ; the
address is brief and delivered by the
school President. It takes perhaps a half
an hour.
The actual commencement is followed
by a concert, consisting of performances
by some of the elect past and present
students, in a variety of categories or instruments. The performers are assisted (?)
by members of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. This year vocalists outnumbered the pianists, piano and voice
being the only instruments represented ;
also, the ladies outnumbered the
gentlemen.
The seven performers are students of
some of the conservatory's outstanding
teachers . Dr. Harold Berlinger, piano, and
Mr. Thomas Peck, voice , are perhaps the
most well known and respected in their
fields. It is· very difficult to judge the
students, some of whom were possibly
performing for an audience for the first
time. The first young man played the
Tschaikowsky Concerto for Piano, No. 1,
B flat minor. Being a well known and
liked piece made it a pleasure to listen
to; his performance was adequate. An
aria, "Qui la voce" from I Puritani by
Bellini followed, sung by coloratura Janet
Buerger. In a few years she should be excellent on the concert stage . A second
aria, the "Suicidio" from La Gioconda by
Ponchielli was sung by mezzo Shirley
Noelck. This was not the most well suited
aria for her voice ; the tone seemed to
emanate from a very constricted throat.
The last performance before the intermission was given by a Berlinger student, Bette Coulson . She played the
Concerto for P iano, D flat Major by
Khatchaturian; although this selection
could not be considered the pretty and
pleasant type, the young lady performed
b.?autifully.
The second portion began with another
soprano, possibly a lyric, in an aria from
Louise, by Chapentier, titled "Depuis le
jour". Mary Nibbe, this third soprano, has
a lovely voice, but needs more experience
before an · audience; she was terribly
nervous as was very evident in her
performance. There was no reason for this
as she has an excellent instrument. A
fourth vocalist followed , a young man this
time , baritone John Hunt, who also
received his masters earlier in the evening.
He sang a concert aria by Mozart ,
"Rivolgete a lui lo squardo". His stage
presence was very good ; he was relaxed
and had a good rapport with the audience.
The final performer of the evening was
given by an NISC member of the music
dep art ment , Berlinger student Mr.
William Pfautz. It was easily the best of
the evening from all aspects . He was very
much the concert performer. H e played
the Concerto for Piano, No . I , in F sharp
minor , Op . I by Rachman ino ff just
superb ly. Lest a n obvious pr ejudice
become all the more evident, enough said.
The heretofore ignored C hicago Symphony closed the eve.ning with the
overture to "Oberon" by von Weber in a
romantic finale .
If you re a Biglogy major, a pilgrimage
from Alpha, Illinois to Helix , Oregon is a
must.
·
Mondo C. has been accused lately of
sneaking illusions to certain unlawfu l aspects of our cu lture. He suggests that people
who acc use him of this take a trip to Grasscreek, Indiana ; Flying H , New Mex ico ;
Speed, Indiana ; Headland , Alabama or Pottowatamie Park for that matter.
If you were born during this week you
will probably ruin your birthday with midterms o r finals, but don't fret.
Readers! For a free autographed picture
of M.C. himself, what is a Joy valve gear
and how was is used? First correct answer
wins.
Thought for the week:

NATURE
CORNER
There is reason for believing that all natural waters contain a certain amount
of non-settling , suspended matter for amount varying in different waters and varying
from time to time in the -same water; also, that these materials grade down in size
of particle to that of true colloids. Materials in colloidal suspension may undergo
flocculation, forming particles sufficiently large to sink eventually under the influence
of gravity.
And remember--" If you have a technique, make sure it's sterile! "

THE WIRELESS EXPRESS
by
Hal B luethman
One thing the Chicago news inedia doesn't seem q_uite able or -Willing to do is coordinate
news-stories concerning attacks on people on the Left into a comprehensive whole. The
Express steams into the NISC station today with the following stories in the political
perspective of a growing trend of different types of attacks on the Left. Consider the
following all at once, rather than from our usual sources in which isolated news-stories
;:tre presented without interconnection:
--May 5, 1969 .... .University of Chicago professor Richard Flacks was attacked in his
office so brutally that only recently has he recovered enough to walk. Flacks was one of the
founding members of the Students for a Democratic Society and is a professor with what
TV's Walter Jacobson calls a "good" academic record. The U. of C. is now considering
whether to hire him or not to re-hire him .
--May 12, 1969 ..... The SDS National Office was raided by police and firemen . The
firemen used an ax to get into the office, based here in Chicago, saying there was a report of
a fire. Five SDSers were taken to jail and charged with various things including " interfering with a fireman " and " inciting mob action." Bail was set at$ J 2,000. There was no
fire.
--May 13, 1969 .... .Ahmed Evans, a Cleveland black nationalist leader, was sentenced to
die in the electric chair for the alleged killing of three policemen. There were no AfroAmericans in the jury which was in fact all-white. The judge refused to listen to arguments
that Evans was not given the Constitutional right of being judged by his " peers. " The
Prosecutor called for a guilty verdict " to protect our American way of life. " No-one has
been executed in 6 years in Ohio.
--June 6, 1969 .... .A gathering of 135 people to see a film titled "The Streets Belong to the
People" which showed the police beating and gassing demonstrators at the Democratic
Conv~ntion was " interrupted" by a tear-gas bomb which injured several people. The
meeting took place at The Third Unitarian Church on Chica_go's West side. Dr. L. Palligrino, attending the film-showing, said: "This is a definite campaign on the part ot a
conservative group to drive us out of the area." Palligino, a WWII veteran , is the chief
sponsor of the bookstore which has been subject to police harrassment, a nd he has appeared on the late-night " Chicago Show" to protest this.
. --June 7, 1969 .. ...Hidden in a four inch by two inch story on page 7 of the C hicago SunT1mes, dwarfed by a half-page ad and a story of a shipwreck, was the results of the trial of
the San Francisco Presidio prisoners charged with mutiny, with attendant sentences. The
" mutiny" ~onsisted o~ a sit-down demonstration in which the GI's protested the killing of
one ofthe1r fellow-pnsoners by one of the guards. The GI was mentally disturbed , the Gl's
felt, and they sang "We Shall Overcome" and ·"America the Beautiful" in protest. Probably as the result of demonstrations and public outrage the sentence of the first GI convicted in earlier hearings was reduced from 15 to 2 years at hard labor. The Sun-Times
article mentioned the verdict but did not discuss the circumstances of the October events
except in passing mention of defense's arguments about "unsa nitary conditions in the
stockade" a nd the "upset state" of the pri soners following the "shooting."
The above events are meant only to be illustrative, not by any means a comprehensive
rundown. They concern varying political outlooks, and the harrassme nt of those varyi ng
outlooks, but one thing is clear: the attacks originated from the Ri ght upon the Left: Dr.
Spock's indictme nt on the charge of " counseling people to resist the draft" in 1967, a long
with the charges brought against others for the same since then ; the suspension of an a nti war high school student, Paula Smith, last semester, appa rentl y for leafletting; the cancelling of t~e Smother's Brother's Comedy Hour recently, which was one of the top shows in
the ratings but which the network felt had to be si lenced because its pol itica l content had
become " propoganda"; the indictments of Rennie Davis and others as being responsible
for the Democratic Conve nti on riots where the people of Ame rica ,saw even news men
bei ng beaten and si le nced inside the convention hall (3 policemen havin g been acq uitted
already on charges of beati ng a newsman); the arrest of 16 Black Panthers recently t he day
after Mayor Daley an nouqced his war on "gangs" (the Panthers have said many times that
they are not a gang, but are a political group); finally, the indictment last week of C ha C ha
Jimenez of the You ng Lords, who is that group's leader, for c harges of " mob action" after
the Lords occupied a Near North Side church and won the demand of a Day Care Center
for C hildren in a neighborhood whic h is working-class and Mothe rs are greatly aided by
the chance to work.
In the light of the above, it can be seen that documentation would take a book, not just a
column. But the groups and individuals mentioned above represent varying degrees of
militant anti-war, anti-poverty, and anti-racism views which are easily distinguished from
the Right's pro-war, anti-union , racist views . The one thing clear about the arrests, indictments, and attacks is that they have been perpetrated upon groups or individuals who
oppose the establishment from the left of the political spectrum.
And, by the way, as the Caboose disappears in the darkness and dust, whatever happened
to lawrence and stern? not that that relates ....... .
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Mr. Frederick's Pr~tty
Girl
THE COMPLETE BEAUTY SALON

. SPECIALIZING IN
HAIR CUTTING
RICH•s HOBBVVILLE

Phone IN 3-4686

See eu pPt',, ,

3317 BRYN MAWR AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60625

ALL YOUR ART SUPPLY NEEDS _
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE
Of QUALITY MATERIALS.

NORTHWEST HONDA

STUDENT DISCOUNT
3838 N. Cicero Ave. •

OF

Chicago 111 . .
' inors

FREE WEDDIN(~ CATALOG
FOR THE BRIDF - TO -- BE
Everything for the wedding and reception. Wedding invitations, gifts for
the bridal party novel decorations·,
personalized bnde's cake knife , toasting glasses, napkins, matches and
other unusual , exciting personalized
items. Creations by Elain e I Dept.
4655 W. 71st St.
Chicago, Ill. 6.0629

8880 N. MILWAUKEE AVE .. NILES

•

(NORTH SHORE'S MOTORCYCLE HDQTRS.)

Phone S4S-0271

·4

r

R.C. COLA
1$1.20 VALUE)
WI TH EVERY ORDER
OVE R $5.00. OFFER
GOOD ONLY WITH
THIS COUPON.
OFFER EXPIRES
AUG . 31 , 1969

,--------------,

HOURS
Mon. Through Thurs.
11 AM to 12:30 AM
Friday
11 :30 AM to 1:30 AM

Saturday
4 PM to 2 :30 AM
Sunday:
2 PM to 12:30 AM

S SIZIS OF PIZZA
• BAR B Q'D BACK RIBS
• CHICKEN - SHRIMP

_

• SPAGHETTI- ITALIAN SANDWICHES
• RIBS - BOX CHICKEN

• DBJVEIED OVIN HOT

VISIT OUII IE.41/TIFUL
DINING IIOOM

271-4 W. Pei.roon Ave.,
Chgo.

OPEN FOR LUNCH
MOH. THRU FRI.

I •o ,_,,,, I

0
p
E
N

: Bonneville T120R :

7

I Twin Carburetors/650 cc. I
I Holder of the A.MA approved
I
I world's speed record! Of course , it I
wore a streamlined shell at
I.._ Bonneville,
Utah. But you don't really I
__
________ JI
I want
to go 245.667 m.ph. Do you?

D
A

y

s

WHAT HAD BEEN A SPRINGTIME OF HOPE BEGAME~

DOUBLE
S&H &REEN STAMPS

ESU

ER

,r\E INVASION FILM
\-\OUR BY HOUR ED ... .

w·ith ANY GAS Purchase
ANY-DAY of the.Week
588-9365

588-9850

WAS THE TERROR OF ARMOR AND GUNS ENOUGH
TO KILL THE PEOPLE'S WILL TO FREEDOM?
Spring, 1968 ... for the firsttime in twenty years freedom blossomed in
Czechoslovakia. Then the tanks cam~-Russian tanks sent to crush all
hope. How successful were they? Here is a motion picture smuggled out
of Europe to "tell it like it is!"
Filmed by photographers who must remain anonymous ... banned in the
countries where they were made.
·

,.,

TO BE SHOWN WITH ...
•TUNE-UPS
•
• TRANSMISSIONS . ITAN ARD •
• BREAKES RELINED .
• RADIATORS
• WHEEL ALIGNIJENT
• EXHAUST SYSfEIS
• HAND WASH
•TIRES· BATTERIES AUTO AIR

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
IARKIV
FRIGIKING
SAIE DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL IAKES
& IOOELS &ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

CONDfflONING

THE PARIS STUDENT

REVOLUTION
"THE RIGHT TO SPEAK"

Filmed by French cinema students

From THE KINETIC ART Universal Educational and Visual Ar ts

BUGG HOUSE SQUARE WED., JULY 23
12:00, 3:00, 7:30 PM AUDITORIUM

